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Abst rac t - -The  time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations of superconductivity in three spatial 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we prove the existence of global weak solutions for the time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau model of superconductivity with an applied field and general Lp initial data. 
This model has three unknown functions: the complex valued function ¢ : f~ --* C is the order 
parameter; the vector valued function A : f/ --~ R d is the magnetic potential; and a scalar 
valued function ¢ : ~ --* R is the electric potential, where f /C  R d, d = 2 or 3, represents he 
region occupied by the superconducting material. The nondimensional time-dependent Ginzburg- 
Landau equations take the form 
i 2 
0 
OAo.__t ÷ grad ¢ + curl 2 A - ~1  (¢.grad¢_¢grad¢.)+]¢12A_curlH=O, (1.2) 
where ~ is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, and ~/the nondimensional diffusivity. 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions for system (1.1),(1.2) have been investigated by 
many authors, such as Chen, Hoffmann and Liang [2], Du [3], and Tang [4]. However, in these 
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articles, the initial data for the order parameter satisfies 
II¢011L -< 1. 
In [5], Tang and Wang removed this condition. In fact, they show the existence and uniqueness of 
global classical solutions for general H 1 data. As mentioned in that paper, an important question 
is whether the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations are well-posed in L 2. Recently, Wang 
and Zhan [1] have solved this question when the space dimension d = 2. They also prove the 
existence of global weak solutions with L p (p >_ 4) initial data when the space dimension d = 3. In 
the present paper, we shall generalize this result and show the existence of global weak solutions 
with arbitrary L p initial data, where p _> 3. Our results rely on more detailed analysis of the 
nonlinear terms and a priori estimates on the solutions. 
In what follows, we consider the Ginzburg-Landau equations with the Lorentz gauge ¢ = 
-d ivA  (see [20, where any solution (¢, A, ¢) of system (1.1),(1.2) satisfies the constraints 
¢+divA- -0 ,  in f l×(0 ,  co), A .n=0,  on0~x(0 ,  co). 
Under the above constraints, (1.1) and (1.2) reduce to a system of equations for ¢ and A 
V~-  + grad +A ¢ = #/a¢ div A + (1 - [¢[ 2) ¢, in n x (0, co), (1.3) 
OA AA= 1 0--t- - ~ (¢* grad ~b - ~b grad ¢*) - {¢[2A + curl H, in ~ x (0, co), (1.4) 
0¢ 
0-~=0'  A .n=0,  cur lAxn- -Hxn ,  on 0~ x (0, co). (1.5) 
System (1.3)-(1.5) is supplemented with the initial conditions 
¢(x, 0) = ¢0(x), A(x,O) = Ao(x), in 12. (1.6) 
Throughout this paper, we assume that ~ c R 3. In the sequel, we denote by Ws,P(f~) the 
standard Sobolev spaces of real scalar (or vector) valued functions defined on ~, and as usual, 
WS,2(f~) is denoted by HS(g/). Sobolev spaces of complex valued functions are denoted by 
Ws'P(~) and 7"/s(~) with calligraphic letters. We use ]1" [[ and (., .) for the usual norm and inner 
product of L2(~), respectively; for all p such that 1 <_ p _< co, denote by [] • lip the norm in 
Ln(f~)([[ • [[2 = I[" [[), and [[. [Ix denotes the norm of any Banach space X. 
We will also make use of the following subspaces of H i (f~): 
V = ~) E ~-~i(a) : ~ ~- 0, on 0f~ and 
V = {g E g l ( f~) :  A.n=O,  on 0R}. 
We use V' and V' to denote the dual spaces of V and V, respectively. The dual of V and )2' (or V 
and V') is denoted by (., .). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we first introduce the weak form of time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Assume tha~ (¢o, Ao) E [.2 x L2; then a pair of functions (¢(t), A(t)) is called 
a weak solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations, ff 
!b(t) E L °° (0, T ;£  2) NL  2 (0, T;?/1),  
A(t) EL°°(O,T;L2)NL2(O,T;H1),  VT>0,  
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and the following holds in the sense of distribution: 
r ]d~P(~*dx+~( igrad+A)¢ . ( - ig rad+A)~b*dx  
~--~f mAdx+f  curlA'curlAdx+fndivmdiv,Adx 
= 2i---~ (¢*grad¢-¢grad¢*)adz- I¢l:A.adz+ H.curladz, Tier, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Then we can state our main results as follows. 
- -  oo  . THEOREM 2.1. Assume that ¢0 • T~P, P > 3, Ao • L 2, H • Lloc(O, oo, L2). Then system 
(1.3)-(1.6) possesses a global weak solution (¢(t),A(t)) which satisfies (2.1)-(2.4). 
In fact, by the lemmas obtained in the next section, it is easy to see that ¢ : R + --* ])~ and 
A : R + --* L 2 are both continuous, so (2.3) and (2.4) make sense. 
3. PROOF OF  MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we present he main steps of the proof of Theorem 2.1 by the Galerkin method. 
We first choose Zm and Am such that Zm and Am are m-dimensional subspaces of V and V, 
respectively, and 
U zm is dense in ]), U Am is dense in V. 
m~-I  m=l  
Then the standard Galerkin method is to look for (¢m(t),Am(t)) • Zm x Am such that the 
following holds: 
(3.1) 
=i~a~¢m¢*divAmdx÷~(1-1¢ml2)¢m(bmdx, V(bmEZm, 
d ~ Am.4m dx + ~ curl Am " curl.4m dx + ~ div Am div Am dx 
'£ £ = 2i'---~ (era gradCm - Cmgrad¢~n) Amdx - ICml2AmAmdx (3.2) 
+ fn H . curl Am dx, VAIn • Am. 
By the standard theory of ordinary differential equations, we know that there exists a unique 
local solution (era(t), Am(t)) for system (3.1)-(3.4). In order to take the limit of (era(t), Am(t)) 
as m --* oo, we need the following a priori estimates. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume that ¢o E £:P, p > 3, A0 E L 2, H E L~oc(0, c~;L2). Then there exists a 
constant C independent of rn such that 
Iltm(t)llp < c ,  v0 < t < T, VT > 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that ¢0 E £P, p > 3, Ao E L 2, H E L~oc(0, oo;L2). Then there exists a 
constant C independent of m such that 
IIA.~(t)ll _ C, 
T 
f0 IlAm(t)ll~, dt <_ C, 
V0<t<T,  
VT>0.  
VT>0.  
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, then we have 
0 T Iltm(t)ll~, dt <_ C, 
where C is independent of m. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, then there exists a con- 
slant C independent of rn such that 
"-~--I v, dt + fo ---~-- v, dt <- C. 
f0 T 0~bm 4/3 T OAm 2 
The complete proofs of Lemmas 3.1-3.4 are given in [6]. By these lemmas it follows that 
there exists a subsequence of (tin, Am) which has limit (¢, A) in a suitable sense. By classical 
arguments it is easy to deduce that the limit (¢, A) is a weak global solution of (1.3)-(1.6), and 
thus we conclude our main results. 
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